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Abstract

This study seeks to determine which attributes of a film affect a measure of its rate
of return when using data for both foreign and domestic box office sales. The data
from a previous study by Brewer, Kelley and Jozefowicz is used, with the dependent
variable adjusted to rate of return and revenue is adjusted to include foreign sales. A
regression analysis is performed in order to determine the significant factors for
this dependent variable. It is found that, contrary to studies using revenue as the
dependent variable, budget has a negative effect on a film's rate of return. Along
with this, star power is relatively meaningless, while critical review, film
nominations and word of mouth appeal are each quite significant. The implications
of this study suggest that Hollywood can increase its profitability by diversifying its
portfolio to include a number of smaller budgeted projects as opposed to a select
few blockbusters.
KEYWORDS: (ex ante, ex post, price fixing, Cinemascore)
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Since the rise of the cinema in the 1940's Hollywood executives have continously
pondered the answer to the riddle of what exactly drives a film to fruition. Due to the
myriad of factors that go into the making of a movie, there exist many explanations for a
film's success. However, as can be seen by the high number of flops that debut every
year, Hollywood is still in need of an understanding of the factors that explain the success
of a movie. While viewing the plethora if compelling, yet differing, arguments made by
leading film scholars, only one truth of film economics becomes evident: there is no
exact answer. However, through analysis of a number of key components of a film, it is
possible to infer which factors contribute more than others. Through regression analysis,
this study attempts to identify the variables that determine the success of a film as
measured by (a variable that attempts to capture) its rate of return.
Though many -authors have used domestic revenue to measure the success of a film, this
is actually not very informative. While a film may have a significant box office gross, it
still has potential to be an economic flop depending on its budget. This study attempts to
better quantify the economic success of a movie by constructing a measure of relative
profitability. The measure used is an approximation of the rate of return.
Though the media and Hollywood executives alike may glorify such statistics as a film's
opening weekend and total gross, in strict economic terms, sheer revenue is relatively
irrelevant to a film's financial success. Due to the easily accesible data on revenue, as
opposed to the complicated measurements for profit, few scholars attempt to investigate
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the factors that propel a film to achieve a significant rate of return. However, viewing a
movie's performance solely from its balance sheet, as opposed its reports in Variey
magazine, will show the economic importance of rate of return.
Another commonly held misconception involving a film's performance is the
importance of the domestic box office gross revenue. Considering that this is the sole
statistic reported by the media, and data for other facets of a film's revenue are not
available until months after the film's release, domestic gross revenue is generally viewed
as the most significant portion of a film's revenue. However, domestic gross usually
acounts for less than 30% of a film's total revenue Weinberg cites the different sources of
revenue for The Lion King as a prime example of the relative insignificance of the
domestic box office. Of the $1.05 billion that the film made,just over $300 million was
from domestic box office. l Though the majority of film economic analyses focus on
merely domestic gross, a greater portion of a film's overall performance must be taken
into account in order to better understand what actually drives success. Because of this,
this study will analyze the entire global gross revenue for each film. In addition to
explaning the prime factors behind a film's prosperity within the cinema, this study will
be able to provide a more accurate depiction of the causes of success for the overall
performance of a film.

Weinberg, Charles. "Profits and Picture: Research and Revenue Sources Beyond the North American
Box Office." A Concise Handbook of Movie Industry Economics. New York: Cambridge UP, 2005.163196. Print.
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CHAPTER 2

Literature Review

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the literature on the varying factors that
contribute to domestic box office success. Due to the multiple contrasting points of view that
are prevalent in this field of study, this literature review presents different perspectives.
Film attributes can be divided into two sub-categories in terms of their relevance: "ex
ante" and "ex post." Ex ante refers to a film's qualities that can be measured prior to the
release of a film. The six commonly analyzed ex ante indicators are budget, star power,

season of release , MPAA rating, maximum number ofscreens and original gross revenue. Ex
post refers to the qualities that a film takes on following its debut. The three commonly
studied ex post indicators are measures of word of mouth, critical rating and award

nominations. While both are quite significant indications of box office success, ex ante
variables are often of greater importance to movie studios due to the fact that they are
inherently easier to control. It is relatively simple to create a film with the notion that it will
be released on Thanksgiving weekend; however, it is much more risky to fund a film along
the lines that it will be nominated for an Academy Award. l Along with this, Vogel explains
that studios write their accounting statements using predictions of future profit. Movies that
are in production must be able to generate predictions of revenue, and the better
understanding they have of ex ante indicators, the more accurate are their accounting

Brewer, Stephanie M., Jason M. Kelly, and James J. Jozefowicz. "A Blueprint for Success in the US
Film Industry." Applied Economics 41 (2009): 589-606. Print.
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statements? However, considering they were able to draw acclaim from the viewing public,
films capable of generating these ex post variables are almost certainly primed for box office
success.
This chapter begins with an overview of the literature surrounding the ex ante factors
of film success. A review of ex post indicators follows. The chapter concludes with an
analysis of factors outside of the actual film that serve as indicators of its box office gross.

2

Vogel, Harold L. "Movie IndustlY Accounting." A Concise Handhook of Movie Indllstry Economics.
New York: Cambridge UP, 2005.59-79. Print.
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Figure 2.1
Flow Chart of Box Office Indicators of Success
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1. Ex Ante Indicators of Success

Budget
Budget can be defined as the culmination of the economic expenses that go into the
production of a movie. Due to the innumerable ways in which this money can be allocated,
budget is the broadest term discussed in this review. Take for example the dichotomy of low
artistic merit! high capital intensity and high artistic merit/ low capital intensity discussed by
Brewer, Kelly and 10zefowicz (B1K). Essentially, with a given budget, a studio has the
ability to higher an established director, and pay for top-notch cinematography and writing,
or they can pump the money into a large advertising budget and intense special effects. Both
types of movies have been proven to be successful, though further analysis could be done to
dictate a proper allocation between the two. 3 Waterman cites this dilemma through his
analysis of the ever increasing budget share that goes towards special effects in action!
adventure movies. The author explains that until recently, special effects normally accounted
for at most ten percent of a film's budget. However, as technology has progressed, and the
capability to awe with these advancements has become ever more possible, producers have
been continuously throwing more and more dollars towards special effects. Waterman
analyzes the budget of The Matrix Reloaded, and The Matrix Revolutions in order to provide

Brewer, Stephanie M., Jason M. Kelly, and James 1. Jozefowicz. "A Blueprint for Success in the US
Film lndustIY." Applied Economics 41 (2009): 589-606. Print.
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an example of a producer siding with capital intensity over artistic merit. This is not to say
that the critically lauded films lacked artistic integrity; however, the fact that nearly half of
the astronomical 300 million dollar combine budget was allocated towards special effects
shows the direction in which the producer was leaning when he budgeted the film. Although
this figure may appear stunning, this bold decision proved extremely fruitful, as the movies
brought in a combined 1.1 billion dollars in worldwide box office sales, largely due to the
visually astounding nature of the films.4

Season

In any field of business it can be understood that consumers are more likely to
purchase goods in certain time periods. Studios attempt to use this concept to their advantage
through their emphasis on specific seasons of the year in which to debut their major pictures.
The most notable of these are summer, Thanksgiving and Christmas. It is common thought
that weather conducive towards leaving the house, combined with youth having more free
time, will translate to higher theater attendance. Because of this, summer is viewed as a key
season for box office success. Along with this, the elongated weekends, as well as family
oriented nature of the two holidays seemingly attracts consumers to the box office. Studies
such as BlK, Moul and Shugan, and Deuchert are completely homogeneous in their findings
of these seasons being statistically significant in boosting box office attendance. According
to Moul and Shugan, a summer release will on average earn $34 million more than typical
film, while a Holiday release will on average earn $80 million more.
However, there is great discrepancy as to how much of this revenue. spike can be

4

Waterman, David. Holl),wood's Road To Riches. Cambridge: Harvard UP, 2005. Print.
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rightly attributed to the time of year. Due to the fact that it is standard practice within the
movie industry to maximize revenue during these key periods, studios have the propensity to
unleash more highly anticipated, larger budgeted movies during these times. Because of this,
it is difficult to say what part of a film's success is due to the time of year, and what part is
due to the blockbuster quality of the film itself. Along with this, though the average
consumer is more likely to see a movie on these weekends, the increased availability and
show times often merely provide a boost for the holiday weekend that results in a slight
downturn for the following week. 5

Star Power
The influence on a film of having an A-list celebrity in a leading role is perhaps the
most debated topic in terms of its influence effect on a film's success. While it is generally
accepted that hiring a top level actor or actress will, to some degree, increase the revenue of a
film, the degree to which this is the case, and why this is so, is often argued by leading film
scholars.

BlK assert that an A-list actor brings more to the film with his branding and publicity
than he does by acting in the film itself. Having a star in a movie gives a face to the film, and
thus instills confidence in the consumer that he or she can expect a certain element out of the
film. The actor Hugh Grant is a perfect example of this sort of branding. The charming yet
bumbly Brit has gained international success through his starring in romantic comedies,
largely due to his appeal with the female demographic. In fact, eight of his last ten films have
been romantic comedies. Because of this, a consumer who sees that Hugh Grant is starring in
5

Moul. Charles c., and Steven M. Shugan. "Theatrical Release and the Launching of Motion Pictures."
A Concise Handbook of Movie [ndl/soy Economics. New York: Cambridge UP, 2005.80-137. Print.
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a film can logically deduce a number of attributes about this film, and hopefully gain a
greater desire to see the film without having seen any advertising. 6
Table 2.1
Ten Most Recent Hugh Grant Films by Genre
Film

Genre

Music and Lyrics

Romantic Comedy

American Dreams

Musical Comedy

Bridget Jones: The Edge of Reason

Romantic Comedy

Love Actually

Romantic Comedy

Two Weeks Notice

Romantic Comedy

About a Boy

Romantic Comedy

Bridget Jones's Diary

Romantic Comedy

Small Time Crooks

Comedy

Mickey Blue Eyes

Romantic Comedy

N otting Hill

Romantic Comedy

Source: www.IMDB.com

Along with this branding potential, stars do inherently create free publicity for a film.
Having an A-list star in a movie nearly ensures this star a number of interview spots on a
plethora of talk shows, as well as documentary spots on entertainment shows. As Moul and

6

Brewer, Stephanie M., Jason M. Kelly, and James J. Jozefowicz. "A Blueprint for Success in the US
Film Industry." Applied Economics 41 (2009): 589-606. Print.
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Shugan explain, "a typical 30-second advertising spot on a popular show like "The Tonight
Show with Jay Leno" (NBC) can cost $60,000. A star with a new movie can easily generate
15 minutes of publicity for the movie on a popular talk show at a value of $1. 8 million." The
studios use of their stars as free publicity can be seen through a study of 169 episodes of The
Tonight Show, in which 118 guests were promoting a movie that was either currently in
theaters or premiering in the next week. In addition to this, using the allure of an interview
with a star as leverage, studios can cajole critics in order to create a favorable impression of
their film. 7
However, this added revenue brought in by a major star does come at a price. Many
scholars theorize that the profit achieved by star power is insignificant, as the cost of the star
is on average equal to the benefit brought in by the star. Waterman agrees with this view in
regards to a statistically insignificant contribution that stars bring to a movie's profits.
However, he does ration that the robust and highly publicized earnings of these stars further
glorify the profession. This, in turn, heightens the allure of movie stardom, which increases
competition and thus betters the quality of the acting as a whole. 8 Along with this, it is often
quite difficult to dictate what portion of a film's revenue was generated by its stars. A major
movie star will typically appear in large budget films that have great potential for success,
thus he merely serves as a compliment to an already successful film. 9 According to BJK,
"this outcome is supportive of the notion that stars themselves do not actually cause movies

7

Moul. Charles c., and Steven M. Shugan. "Theatrical Release and the Launching of Motion Pictures."
A Concise Handbook o/A1ovie Industl:v Economics. New York: Cambridge UP, 2005.80-137. Print.
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to be successful, but stars select films that already have an increased potential for success."IO
Another issue faced with measuring star-power is the problem of clarifying what
actually constitutes a "star." Researchers such as De Vany and Walls (2002) have used the
resources of Hollywood's Most Powerful People, and Ulmer's list of AIA+ celebrities to
perform regression analysis of the impact of star actors. BKJ, however, determined that using
the Harris Poll list of favorite movie stars, as well as People Choice Award nominees is a
more accurate way of determining star power. The subjective nature of this measurement has
largely contributed to this discrepancy within results.

MPAA Rating

Due to its ability to single out a specific demographic for a film prior to the film's
release, the MPAA rating is a significant a priori factor in determining a film's profit
potential. Considering the drastic difference in content between children and adult movies,
studios can fairly accurately infer a film's rating prior to its production. This allows studios to
allocate their resources to a makeup of different ratings of films that they deem most suitable
for profit. According to a study done by De Vany and Walls analyzing films released
between 1986 and 1996, G and PG movies have by far the greatest chance at becoming hits.
Defining a hit as a movie that achieves a return at least three times greater than its budget, the
results show twenty percent of G rated movies becoming hits, as opposed to sixteen percent
for PG, twelve percent for PG-13 and eleven percent for R. Along with this, thirteen percent
of G and PG movies grossed more than fifty million, as opposed to ten percent for PG-13 and
six percent for R. This brings up the question as to why Hollywood continues to produce a
10

Brewer, Stephanie M., Jason M. Kelly, and James J. Jozefowicz. "A Blueprint for Success in the US
Film Industry." Applied Economics 41 (2009): 589-606. Print.
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large number of R rated films while making relatively few children's movies. I I Ravid
explains that there is a finite threshold for the number of children's movies Hollywood can
produce and still maintain profits. Consider the size of the children's movie demographic
compared to that of adult films. Though very devoted, there is a relatively small percentage
of the population that is eager to see these movies. If this group is currently attending the
maximum movies that it can per annum, then it would be very difficult to increase revenue
without increasing the consumer base. Hollywood has caught on to this, and over the past
few years has made numerous attempts to combine the adult and children's audiences. 12 The
2008 film Wall-E, which combined stunning computer generated animation with thematic
elements of environmental sustainability is a prime example of this demographic cohesion.
While maintaining a G rating, its subject matter appealed heavily to an adult base, propelling
the film to a domestic box office gross of $223 million.
However, studios cannot always use this process to generate success. Certain types of
films inherently necessitate certain thematic elements that cannot be found in family style
movies. After all, what is a summer blockbuster without explosions? Because of this, studios
make conscious efforts to allocate their resources towards the MP AA rating distribution they
see most suitable for profit maximization.

II

De Vany, Arthur, and W. David Walls. 2002. "Does Hollywood Make Too Many R-Rated Movies?
Risk, Stochastic Dominance, and the Illusion of Expectation," Journal of Business, 75: 425-51
12
Ravid, S. Abraham. 2004. "Are They All Crazy, or Just Risk Averse? Some movie Puzzles and
Possible Solutions," in The Economics of Art and Culture, Victor Ginsbeurgh (ed.), Amsterdam: Elsevier.
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Number of Screens
The number of screens on which a movie is shown is of dire importance to movie
studios. Considering there are on average between five and six major motion pictures
released in any given week, and an average movie theater has between ten and fifteen
screens, movie executives are faced with the task of ensuring that their films are shown on
enough screens to reach as much of the consumer base as possible. Moul and Shugan explain
the two prominent strategies used by movie studios in order to get their movies played: "open
big" vs "open small and expand".

1: Open Big
The basic laws of economics will dictate that a movie studio will be most capable of
generating sales when demand for their product is at its peak. Because of this, it is quite
sensible that highly anticipated, large budget movies would debut on as many screens as
possible. Most of a film's advertising budget is spent on the weeks leading up to its release,
which studios hope will create a great deal of hype towards the film for its opening weekend.
Because of this, projected blockbusters generally open on as many screens as possible.

14

Figure 2.2
Open Big Strategy
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Source: www.boxofficemojo.com

The graph above displays the proper implementation of the "open big" strategy for the 2008
summer release of Iron Man. The film's massive advertising budget created a great deal of
buzz surrounding the film, which allowed it to successfully open on a staggering 4,105
screens. Favorable critical reviews as well as strong word of mouth appeal, allowed for this
movie to stay near 4000 screens for six weeks, and eventually gross over $580 million in
worldwide box office sales.

15

2: Open small and expand.
Often times, small and medium budget films are not gifted with the same advertising budget
as the aforementioned blockbusters. Debuting a film on 3000 screens can be very costly if the
film is not capable of filling the seats. Besides merely the wasted cost of the film and
promotional items for the movie in this large number of theaters, movies that fail to generate
ticket sales are quickly dropped by movie theaters and replaced by better candidates. Because
of this, these small and medium budget movies will open on a fairly small amount of screens
and increase the number of screens as the weeks go on. If the movie is good, this process
creates a snowballing effect in which the level of hype surrounding the movie continually
expands as the number of screens builds. Scholars cite the 2002 surprise hit My Big Fat
Greek Wedding as being the premier example of this method. The romantic comedy opened
in a miniscule two hundred theaters. As critics raved, and word of mouth spread, the film
steadily debuted on more screens every week; by its 25th week, it topped out at just over
2000 screens. With a budget of just over $5 million, the film went on to gross over $240
million in domestic box offices and is generally considered as one of the most profitable
films ever. 13

13

Moul, Charles c., and Steven M. Shugan. "Theatrical Release and the Launching of Motion Pictures."
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Figure 2.3
Open Small and Expand Strategy
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The graph above shows the small independent film My Big Fat Greek Wedding's successful
implementation of the "open small and expand" strategy of release.
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Original Gross Revenue
This variable applies only to sequels of already existing films. Due to the preexisting
fan base gained from devotees to the initial brand, these movies have grown to be quite
common in the film industry. Prior studies have unanimously found a preexisting audience to
be a statistically significant generator of profits.
However, it is interesting to note that studies often show that while a sequel will most
often turn a profit, it will on average underperform its predecessor. Waterman attributes this
phenomenon to a combination of increased cost and sub par content when compared to the
original. Movies that are made into sequels are most often box office hits. Because of this,
producers and actors can use the leverage from their prior success and charge more for the
sequel. Along with this, it can be difficult for writers to create a film with the same characters
and thematic elements as an original, yet with an entirely new plot, and make it interesting.
The concept of the "tent pole project" is an interesting exception to this rule. Studios
that not only see the success of an original as merit for a sequel, but merit for an entire
franchise will invest incredibly heavily on each subsequent follow up. With the
understanding that if the second installment of a franchise were to fail, the third would be
either insignificant or nonexistent, studios will strive to insure the success of these sequels.

18

Table 2.2
Tent Pole Strategy

Franchise

Shrek

Pirates of the Caribbean

3

Episode

1

2

Budget

$60

$150 $160

$140

$267

$436 $320

$305

1

The Matrix

3

1

2

$225

$300

$63

$150

$150

$423

$309

$171

$281

$139

2

3

(millions)
Domestic

Source: w\vvl.imdb.com

All three of the franchises shown above demonstrate successful implementation of the "tent
pole project." While much more costly, studios justified throwing significantly larger funding
toward the sequel with the expectations of keeping the franchise alive. This not only created
staggering profits for each sequel film, but also allowed for the continuation of the series, in
which profits could be made on the third episode. While in each scenario, profits were
significantly less in the third episode than the sequel, they would be nonexistent without the
success of their predecessors. It must be noted that the domestic box office loss for the third
episode in the Matrix franchise can partially be attributed to the unconventional timing in
which it was released. Debuting a mere six months after the opening of the sequel, a large
portion of the franchises lesser committed followers were not yet ready to spend their money

19
on The Matrix Revolutions. However, this loss was more than recouped by very strong DVD
and foreign box office sales, which helped propel the film towards overall fruition. 14

II. Ex Post Indicators of Success

Critical Review
Empirical evidence seems to agree that the critical rating of a movie is statistically
significant in determining the box office success of the film. Scholars such as De Vany and
Walls, Moul and Shugan and BJK are in complete agreement on this issue. Given a film's
nature as a durable good, buyers have no recourse for bad quality. 15 Because it is quite rare
for a viewer to see a film in theaters more than once, it makes little economic difference to
the studio if that viewer enj oyed the film or not-spare the effect of word of mouth.
Considering a typical consumer wants to make sure that he utilizes his resources effectively,
he will attempt to seek assurance that the film he sees will be worthwhile. Because of this
concept, critical reviews are an important aspect of a film's success.

16

Deuchert attributes a consumer's reliance on critical review to the nature of movies

14
15

Watemlan, David. Hollywood's Road To Riches. Cambridge: Harvard UP. 2005. Print.

Wasko, Janet. "Critiquing Hollywood: The Political Economy of Motion Pictures." A Concise
Handbook (l Movie Industry Economics. New York: Cambridge UP. 2005.5-31. Print
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being experience goods, meaning people cannot rightly gauge how much they will like a film
until they actually see it. What they can do, however, is use their resources to find the
opinions of trustworthy sources in order to gain a stronger understanding of their likeliness to
enjoy a certain film. 17 Due to the growing prominence of the internet, this statistic is now
easier to measure than ever. BKJ use the website Rotten Tomatoes to determine a movie's
critical success. Rotten Tomatoes compiles the reviews of a wide variety of critics, and
judging by whether they are negative or positive, processes these reviews into a clear statistic
measured by the percentage of positive reviews

Word-of-Mouth
Word of mouth is widely viewed as a make-or-break issue for the success of a movie.
Similar to Deuchert's theories on the effect of critical review, consumers rely heavily on
word of mouth information in order to gain an impression about a movie. Whether it is
through commonly read blogs, or simply through discussion with a friend, the impression
one receives from another about a certain film is often reason enough to see or skip it.
However, given its personal nature, this statistic is often very difficult to measure. Brewer,
Kelly and Jozefowicz attempt to tackle this measurement with the help of the poll service
Cinemascore. Cinemascore performs a weekly surveillance of the top fifteen movie-based
blogs, and combines this with hundreds of surveys of moviegoers directly after seeing a film.
BJK found the Cinemascore variable to be a statistically significant determinant of box office
17

76. Print.

Deucheli, Eva. "For Oscar Glory or Oscar Money?" Journal o/Cultural Economics 29 (2005): 159-
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success.

18

Due to its strong indication of success, Hollywood often attempts to gauge this
variable before the release of a film. However, given the ex post nature of the statistic, these
efforts are largely inaccurate. Moul and Shugan cite the fallacies with the often-used "intent
to view" rating. This rating, in which a consumer is asked how likely they are to attend a
movie on a scale of one to ten, is commonly used by studios to determine the average
consumer's desire to see a certain film. A studio will then look at the mean score in order to
gain a prediction of the movie's appeal prior to release. According to Moul and Shugan,
while if analyzed correctly, this system can be a useful indicator, it is often interpreted in a
misleading fashion. This can be seen through an analysis of the intent to view scores of the
movies Beavis and Butthead Do America, and McHale's Navy. Both films averaged a five on
the scale. However, given the rather lewd content of the former, as well as its devoted
following from a television show, Beavis and Butthead had an extremely polarized intent to
view rating, with a very high number of nines and tens, as well as ones and twos. On the
contrary, the relatively tame Tom Arnold comedy's rating consisted of mostly median
numbers, thus indicating an audience who was rather indifferent towards viewing the film.
Viewing the box office grosses for the two films shows how a small but devoted and
enthusiastic fan base is much more beneficial than a moderately enthused audience, with
Beavis and Butthead raking in 63 million dollars, while McHale's Navy dwindled, brining in
.
Just
over .clOur ml'11'IOn. 19
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Awards Nominations
This is another often debated statistic as to its determination of box office success.
The myriad of award ceremonies, as well as individual awards, are cause for a wide variety
of analysis amongst different scholars. Take, for instance, the contrasting data between the
theses of BJK and Deuchert. BKJ define award success as an aggregate total of nominations
for seven prominent awards in four awards ceremonies. As opposed to this, Deuchert
analyzes award success solely through Academy Award nominations for these same
categories. Both studies do find that award success significantly contributes to film success.
However, Deuchert states that there is a significant level of behind the scenes business that
may alter a film's chance at award glory, as well as its profits. For example, Dream Works
allegedly spent fifteen million dollars marketing the film A Beautiful Mind to the five
thousand-person academy. Though their actions proved successful, as the film won best
picture, this type of transaction is often very hard to track and may significantly affect a
film's rate ofreturn.

2o

Along with this there is differing data on to how much revenue a win actually
generates. A study by The Economist deems the value of a best picture win in the Academy
Awards to be twenty five million dollars. 21 Deuchert, however, deems this figure to be quite
misleading. According to her study, nominations are of tantamount value to wins; thus in
20

76. Print.
21

Dellchert, Eva. "For Oscar Glory or Oscar Money?" Journal of Cultural Economics 29 (2005): 159-

The Economist (1995) "The Oscar Factor." The Economist 334(7907): 92 [25 March 1995]
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strict economic terms, actions like those of Dream Works seem irrational, as A Beautiful Mind
was already nominated for best picture when they began their marketing push. It must be
noted though that there are significant benefits for a studio to win awards besides a mere box
office gain for the picture in question. Awards and nominations boost the reputation of a
studio as one that makes quality films. This has the ability of attracting top-level actors and
directors who want to help make the best films possible. Along these lines, studios often
attempt to boost a film's award potential through clever manipulations of its time of release
and number of screens on which it is shown. Moul and Shugan refer to this process as "the
Oscar bounce," i.e., releasing a film on a small number screens in late December in order to
comply with Academy regulations for eligible films, and slowly expanding the number of
screens throughout Oscar season until the film is at maximum capacity for the Academy
Awards in mid February. Films fresh on the minds of the Academy are generally more likely
to achieve success. 22
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Pictures."
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III. External Indicators of Success

Video Window
The domestic box office is continuously losing market share to other sectors of the
film industry, most significantly, DVD sales. A common hypothesis for this shift towards
DVD sales and rentals as opposed to theater attendance is the ever decreasing video window,
i.e., the time frame between a film's release to theaters, and its release to video. As the
percentage of American households that have DVD or VHS viewing capabilities has
skyrocketed towards 100, studios have felt a continuously stronger need to provide the home
viewing market with material as soon as possible. Between 1988 and 2002, the median length
between a film's release in theaters and its release on video dropped from 200 days to 160
days. This shortening of the video window has significant effects throughout different
segments of the film industry. Waterman explains that consumer psychology changes as this
window decreases. In essence, one's view towards a home video can become a substitute as
opposed to a complement. While traditional view has been that when a movie is released in
theaters it is sensible to pay the price of a movie ticket as it will not be available on any other
outlet for some time, the decreasing video window significantly alters this perception.
In European nations, it is common for studios and theaters to have an industry-wide
agreement, if not legal mandates, for an agreed upon video window. While most nations have
this window between six and eight months, France and Portugal both require an entire year
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before a film can be released on video. These mandates have proven quite successful, as the
ratio of box office sales to DVD sales is much higher in countries that have implemented
them. The National Association of Theater Owners (NATO) has made attempts in the past
for the U.S. to adapt a similar system, but the MPAA has been rather hesitant. The major
studios do understand the growing concern held by NATO; sacrificing box office sales for
DVD revenue could essentially equate to killing the goose that laid the golden eggs.
However, these studios are unwilling to end a number ofrevenue streams that would be lost
due to a mandated video window. For instance, it has become common practice for a studio
to release late summer blockbusters on video by the holiday season. A six-month window
would prohibit them from doing so. Due to such exceptions, studios have shown
unwillingness to budge towards agreeance?3

Personal Income

The average consumer income during the time a movie is released serves as an
exterior factor in a film's revenue. Movies are viewed as normal goods, meaning that demand
increases with income. Because of this, it is quite sensible that the income of a consumer will
affect that consumer's decision to see a movie. BJK concluded that month of release is a
significant factor in terms of box office sales.
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Price of Ticket
Movie tickets possess the unique quality of being homogeneous in price regardless of the
movie's cost of production. Along with this, the exhibitors, as opposed to the producers of the film,
have complete control over the price of the ticket. Wasko explains that originally, movie studios had
complete ownership of movie theaters. This gave the studios complete control over the price of a
ticket, and allowed the studio complete selectivity over what movies would be shown at their
cinemas. However, in the early 1950s, the five major studios were found guilty of vertical and
horizontal price fixing.24 The result of these "Paramount decrees" was that the studios were forced to
give up control of their theaters. For these reasons, movie ticket pricing is a rather heated issue
within Hollywood. 25
Eliashberg discusses a rogue proposal made by CEO of Universal, Edgar Bronfman, in which
individual ticket prices would be reflective of numerous traits of the film. Movie studios supported
this method, as they saw it as effective in maximizing their profits. However, citing an inability to
efficiently coordinate pricing with competitors, the film exhibitors never adapted this strategy.26 Thus
it is insensible to examine a movie's performance as a result of its relative ticket price. However, it is
theorized that the price of movie tickets in general may have an effect on total theater attendance.
BJK examined the relationship of average ticket prices during the month of a film's release and found
a strong correlation between the two. Due to the lack of available data on monthly averages of movie
ticket prices, BJK tested this theory by using a monthly CPI quote for tickets of all entertainment
venues. Their results proved the price of a ticket to be statistically significant. 27
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Horizontal price fixing refers to the collusion between the studios on predetermined ticket
prices; vertical price fixing refers to the studios having the ability to decide upon the retail price of their
tickets.
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CHAPTER 3

Data
The dependent variable of this study is the rate of return on a film's global box
office sales. This will be interesting to analyze because, as opposed to most economic
film analyses that measure profitability a movie's total revenue, the rate of return is a
better measure of profitability because it takes into account costs and benefits. Besides
this, the majority of previous studies focus on the indicators of success within the
domestic box office. However, foreign box office is on average as large as domestic.
While other studies assert that domestic box office is a strong indication of foreign
success, and thus it is not necessary to analyze markets outside of the U.S., this is by no
means accurate. Global revenue must be considered in order to gain a true understanding
ofa film's success. It must be noted that although rate of return on global box office sales
is a very strong indication of the overall success of a film, the variable used in this study
is still merely an approximation. As discussed earlier, much of a film's revenue comes
from DVD sales and rentals. Because figures for these data are extremely hard to come
by, they could not be included in this study.
The statistic for budget is solely the production cost of the film. Advertising budget is
overlooked in the study for two reasons:
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1. These data are often very difficult to come by given the notoriously cryptic nature
of Hollywood bookkeeping.
2. A study by De Vany and Walls) shows the correlation between production budget
and advertising budget is so strong that advertising budget's inclusion in this
study would not affect the relative rate of returns between films.
As suggested by previous studies on this variable, the budget statistic will enter the
regression with a logarithmic transformation.
The effect of a preexisting audience is measured in two separate ways. The first
method of measurement is a dummy variable indicating whether or not a film has a
previous audience. Films based on any preexisting media, whether it be cinema,
television, literature or video game, receive a value of 1, and 0 otherwise. The second
method of measurement seeks to determine the importance of the success of a sequel's
predecessor in determining the success of the sequel. This is done by quantifying the total
global box office gross of each original movie. All data for this statistic is obtained from
\vvvw.boxofticemojo.com. The regression uses the log of the global box office.

The source for the measurement of critical review is the website Rotten Tomatoes. As
discussed earlier, Rotten Tomatoes takes the reviews of a large number of trusted film
critics, and compiles these into a percentage score based on the amount of positive and
negative reviews each film receives. Because of the large sample size as well as trusted

De Vany, Arthur, and W. David Walls. 2002. "Does Hollywood Make Too Many R-Rated
Movies? Risk, Stochastic Dominance, and the Illusion of Expectation," Journal a/Business, 75: 425-51
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sources, Rotten Tomatoes has become the premier database for film scholars seeking
critical review data.
The season of release statistic is comprised of two separate dummy variables.
Summer refers to films that were released between the months of May and July. It is
common theory that much of summer's boost in box office sales can be attributed to the
student audience having more free time, as well as money from summer jobs. Because of
this, films debuting in August are not considered summer releases in this study, as many
schools begin their fall semesters during this month.
Given their proximity to one another, film studios view the weeks surrounding
Thanksgiving and Christmas as one time period, deemed the holiday season. This time
frame consists ofthe months November and December. Summer and holiday films will
enter the regression as separate dummy variables. Movies released during these period
take the dummy value of 1, while movies released in all other months receive a value of

o. In order to better understand the significance of a single month in terms of a films rate
of return, a different regression is also performed using each individual month as
opposed to the season.
It is important to note that considering that this study analyzes global box office

revenue, results for this statistic may appear less profound than in other studies. This is
due to the fact that a movie released during summer or the holiday season in the

u.s. will

have a different foreign release date, which often times will lack the seasonal benefits of
the

u.s. release. Also, considering the high budget nature of these seasonal blockbusters,

viewing them in terms of rate of return as opposed to sheer revenue should lower their
expected success.
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The star-power statistic is used to gauge the effect that a top level actor or actress
brings to a film's box office. Due to the lack of a distinct definition of stardom, the
arbitrary classification used for this statistic often provides for drastically different results
between studies. The problem with many prior studies focusing on this subject is their
broadened notion of a star. For instance De Vany and Walls classified a star as one of
People's 100 Most Powerful People in Hollywood for the year in which the film was
released. 2 This method of measurement overlooks the fact that while there may be 100
names that are recognizable to the average consumer, it can be argued that only a select
few of these actually provide significant box office drawing power to a film. Because of
this, as proposed by BK1, I will define a "star" as an actor or actress nominated for a
people's choice award, as well as the members of the annual Harris Poll top ten list. This
condenses the rather lengthy lists of other scholars into a list of top level talent containing
a mere 66 stars for the five year period studied. As suggested by B1K, this statistic is
inputted into the regression as star power squared.
To determine whether MPAA rating has an effect on a film's rate of return, I will
assign dummy variables for the ratings G, PG and PG-13, with the R rating serving as the
omitted category.
Many scholars measure the variable theater screens by the amount of screens on
which a film is shown during its debut weekend. However, considering the varying
methods of theater-release mentioned earlier, it can be understood that opening week
screen totals can often say very little of the eventual cinema demand for a film. Because
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of this, the statistic for screens is measured by the maximum number of screens on which
a film is shown.
Word of mouth is gauged by a film's Cinemascore, which, as discussed earlier, is
a combination of a large sample of consumer reviews and the opinions of the 15 most
prominent film based blogs.

Film nominations is another rather subjectively measured statistic. Considering
the multitude of theories on which award shows and awards actually matter, each
previous study seemingly has its own way of defining this variable. This study uses
nominations from the tree most prominent American Award shows: The Academy

Awards, The Golden Globes, and The Screen Actors Guild Award. Along with this, the
nominations for the British Academy of Film Awards is used, expected to measure the
international appeal of a film. The specific awards measured in this study are best picture,
best actor and actress, best supporting actor and actress, best director and best original
screenplay. The nomination variable used for regression will be an aggregate sum of each
film's nominations.
The statistic for income is derived from the average household income of the
United States during the release month of each film. Considering this study takes into
account foreign box office gross, and foreign economies are most often not directly
reflective of that of the U.S., the results from this variable may be weaker than in studies
such as BKJ.
Due to a lack of information, this study could not determine the average movie
ticket price for each film's month of release. However, this study uses the dataset ofBJK,
which uses a monthly consumer price index of all event tickets. Though this statistic is
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compiled of ticket prices of concerts, sporting events, plays, etc., it is better than not
measuring this concept at all. This statistic is again possibly hindered by the fact that it is
not necessarily reflective of ticket prices on a global scale.
It must be noted that due to their extreme performances (they are outliers), the

films Titanic, The Blair Witch Project and The Full Monty were removed from this study.
Titanic was omitted due to its remarkably high budget of $200 million, as well as its
astronomical global box office gross of $1.8 billion dollars. Due to their respective rates
of return of 414,200% and 7400%, the low budget, cult classic smashes of The Blair
Witch Project and The Full Monty were removed.
The database of films for this study is derived from the study of BJK, which pools
from the top 100 domestic grossing films for the years 1997-2002. Due to overlap
between years, this list consists of 466 observations. However, a number of these
observations were either not released in foreign markets, or lack publicized data on their
foreign box office yields. Because of this the total observations for this study has been
reduced to 380.
In order to ensure the validity of the data received from BJK, I tried to replicate the
results with the dataset kindly provided. However, due to problems with collinearity, the
software program EVIEWS could not handle the regression when using all of the dummy
variables for year of release, though it still handled 3 of the 4 year dummy variables. A
more powerful package would be needed in order to properly compute their regressions.
In any case, a joint test for the null hypothesis that the coefficients on those dummies was

ofor each could not be rejected. Hence, I proceeded with the analysis, ignoring those
dummy variables as they are statistically unimportant.
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Figure 3.1
Wald Test On Year Dummy Variables
Wald Test:
Equation: EQ01 BJKREPLICANOYEARANTE
Test Statistic
F-statistic
Chi-square

Value
1.842668
5.528003

df

Probability

(3,415)
3

0.1388
0.1370

Value

Std. Err.

0.577599
0.968471
1.350981

0.253677
0.414574
0.581757

Null Hypothesis Summary:
Normalized Restriction (;;:: 0)
C(20)
C(21)
C(22)

The Chi-squared value was not great enough to reject the null hypothesis, and thus the
regression could still be deemed significant when performed without these dummy
variables. Because of this, the regressions of BJK performed without the year dummys
will be used when comparing data to the results of this study. The replication of BJK' s
first ex post regression without these year dummys is provided below as an example:
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Figure 3.2
BlK Ex Ante Regression With Year Omitted, Dependent Variable Log(Gross)
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

C
LOGBUDGET
LOGORIGGROSS
LOGINCOME
TICKET
RATE
PREVAUD
SUMMER
THANKSXMAS
STARPWR2
ACTADV
ANIM
COMDRA
COMEDY
HORROR
SCIFI
G
PG
PG13

14.18518
0.393164
0.028343
-0.825736
0.163667
0.003876
0.013994
0.125392
0.072997
0.000938
0.119871
0.018132
0.086849
0.109464
0.140239
0.043578
0.072511
0.037189
0.066991

15.67942
0.038164
0.012493
1.260242
0.111717
0.000536
0.025390
0.032041
0.028513
0.000430
0.033700
0.099968
0.041515
0.038717
0.045567
0.075914
0.117537
0.044288
0.028212

0.904700
10.30188
2.268759
-0.655220
1.465014
7.236354
0.551155
3.913477
2.560163
2.181178
3.557051
0.181380
2.092013
2.827302
3.077626
0.574045
0.616923
0.839696
2.374536

0.3661
0.0000
0.0238
0.5127
0.1437
0.0000
0.5818
0.0001
0.0108
0.0297
0.0004
0.8562
0.0370
0.0049
0.0022
0.5662
0.5376
0.4016
0.0180

R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob(F -statistic)

0.417033
0.391929
0.239103
23.89717
14.92270
16.61229
0.000000

Mean dependent var
S.D. dependentvar
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion
Hannan-Quinn criter.
Durbin-Watson stat

7.717912
0.306625
0.018660
0.196049
0.088660
1.840880

Due to multicollinearity of the data, different specifications of the regression with ex ante
and ex post factors are estimated, similar to what BlK did in their study. The ex ante
factors include MPAA rating, year of release, season of release, budget, income critic
rating, average ticket price and previous audience appeal.

Figure 3.3
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Regression Variable Definitions
Variable
Rate of Return
Budget
Critic Review
Original Gross
Income
Ticket Price
Previous
Audience
Summer
Holiday
Season
Star Power
Action
Adventure
Animated
Comedic
Drama
Horror
Science
Fiction
G
PG
PG-13
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Maximum
Screens
Word of Mouth
Film
Nominations

Equation Term
ROR
log(BUDGET)
Rate
log(ORIGGROSS)
log(INCOME
CPITICKET
PREVAUD
SUMMER
THANKS/ XMAS
STARPWR2
ACTADV
ANIM
COMDRA
HORROR
SCIFI
G
PG
PG13
JAN
FEB
MAR
APR
MAY
JUN
JUL
AUG
SEP
OCT
NOV
DEC
Screens
CINEMASCORE
TOTALFILMNOM
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Ex Ante Modell:

ROR = Bo + B 1[log(BUDGET)] + B 2(Rate) +
B 3 [log(ORIGGROS5)] + B4[log(INCOM~] +
B5(CPITICKE1J+B6(PREVAUD}+B7(SUMME~+

B 8(THANKSI X

MA~

+ B9 (STARP WR2) + B lO (ACTADV)

+ Bll (ANI M) + B12 (COMDRA) + B13 (HORROR) +
B 15 (SCIFI) + B16(G) + B 17 (PG) + B 18 (PG13) + e
This regression will then be repeated with month of release substituted for season in order
to gauge the effect of each individual month.

Ex Ante Model 2:

ROR = Bo + B1[log(BUDGET)] + B 2(Rate) +

B 3 [log(ORIGGROSS)] + B 4[log(INCOME)] +
Bs(CPITICKET) + B 6(PREVAUD) + B 7(fAN) +

B 8(FEB) + B 9(MAR) + BlO(APR) + B11(MAY) + B12 (fUN) +
B l3 (fUL) + B I4 (AUG) + B1S(SEP) + B I6 (OCT) + B I4 (NOV) + B I5 (DEC
B I6 (STARPWR2) + B 17 (ACTADV) + B I8 (ANIM) + B I9 (COMDRA) +
B 20 (HORROR) + B 21 (SCIFI) + B 22 (G) + B 23 (PG) + B 24 (PG13) + e

The second and third regressions will focus on a combination of ex post factors and will
be identical except that one will have account for budget while the other will account for
amount of screens.
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Ex Post Modell:

ROR = Bo + B1[log(BUDGET)] + B2(Rate) +

B 3 [log(ORIGGROSS)] + B4 [log(INCOME)] +

Bs(CPITICKET) + B 6 (PREVAUD) + B 7 (SUMMER) +
B 8 (THANKS / XMAS) + B 9 (STARPWR2) + BIO(ACTADV)
+B11(ANIM) + B12 (COMDRA) + B13 (HORROR) +
B1s(SCIFI) + B I6 (G) + B17 (PG) + B I8 (PG13) + B19CINEMASCORE +
B 2o TOTALFILMNOM + e
Ex Post Model 2:

I-R6R---i3~-+BI (SCREENS) +

B;CRate)

-+---

iB 3 [log(ORIGGROSS)] + B 4 [log(INCOME)] +
I

IB 5 (CPITICKET) + B 6 (PREVAUD) + B 7 (SUMMER) +
'i
I

B8 (THANKS / XMAS) + B 9 (STARPWR2) + B lO (ACTADV)
+B11(ANIM) + B I2 (COMDRA) + B 13 (HORROR) +
l}15JfjCIFI)__~l}I(,SG2_:r _~l](Pg) +J!18(~Gl~_~

CHAPTER 4

Results
Though this study focuses on a film's return on investment, analyzing these film's
global box office yields as compared to merely domestic yields sheds light on some
commonly held misconceptions about the movie industry. For instance, scholars often
point out that the film industry is extremely risky, with a large amount of movies failing
to break even. This is certainly true in regards to domestic box office gross: of the 380
films studied, 120 of them- or 32%- failed to cover cost. However, when factoring in
foreign box office gross, only 50 films- or 17%- failed to break even at the box office.
This disregard of the significance of foreign box office creates a false image of the nature
of the movie business. Take, for instance, the movie Waterworld. Though not used in this
study due to its 1995 release, it is considered by many as amongst the largest cinematic
flops of all time. Though the film only achieved about half of its astronomical $175
million budget in domestic cinemas, extremely strong foreign sales of over $170 million
helped the film net over $90 million in global box office sales.
It is also interesting to note the skewed nature of foreign box office sales. The

significance of the foreign box office is widely known, but the way in which this revenue
is achieved is rather unsuspected. The 380 films studied achieved a total revenue of $55
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billion. Out of this sum, $27 billion- or 49%- was achieved through foreign sales.
However, only 128 of the 380 movies - 33%- had foreign grosses larger than domestic.
Though the means of the two were nearly identical, the median domestic gross of$56
million was significantly larger than the median foreign gross of $43 million. This
discrepancy between the two statistics is due to the fact that while few in numbers,
movies that become successful overseas achieve box office revenues far greater than
domestic gross ever could due to the much greater consumer base. For instance, the $657
million foreign gross of Harry Potter and the Sorcerers Stone, the largest foreign box
office take, is over 50% greater than the largest domestic revenue of Star Wars: The
Phantom Menace. In fact, at over $4 billion, the sum of the top ten foreign grosses is

twice that of the sum of the top ten domestic grosses.
The thematic content of a film must be taken into account when comparing its
foreign and domestic grosses. One genre of film that stuck out in terms of its box office
variation was American sports movies. Given the fact that American football and
baseball are distinctly American pastimes, it would be sensible that other cultures would
have very little interest in watching them on the silver screen. The data supports this
notion, as each of the seven films based on these sports had much larger domestic
grosses; overall these films achieved 83% of their revenue in the domestic box office.
Perhaps the most significant find in the regression analysis is the effect of budget
on a film's rate of return. All studies gauging the effect of budget on revenue conclude
that an increase in budget will increase revenue. However, ex ante regression 1 finds
budget to have a significantly negative effect on a film's rate of return, with a t-statistic of
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-5.58, meaning that for every percentage hike in budget, the rate of return will decrease
by 5.58 percentage points. This serves as indication that it is not always best for studios
to throw huge sums of cash towards potential blockbusters; smaller budgeted films are
much more likely to achieve higher rates of return. It is true that a 400% return on a $30
million dollar film still generates a smaller profit than a 200% return on a $80 million
dollar film. But two movies costing $30 million each with a 400% rate of return
produce higher profitthan the $80 million and 200% rate of return. Hence, if a
studio needs to allocate its total funding in order to achieve the most possible profit, these
results suggest that it is more sensible to implement a diversification strategy of investing
in a larger number of smaller budgeted films than a few blockbusters.
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Figure 4.1
Ex Ante Regression 1
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

C
LOGBUDGET
RATE
LOGORIGGROSS
LOGINCOME
TICKET
PREVAUD
SUMMER
THANKSXMAS
STARPWR2
ACTADV
ANIM
COMDRA
COMEDY
HORROR
SCIFI
G
PG
PG13

245.0634
-5.474919
0.037477
0.056216
-16.33022
1.269193
0.193151
1.521382
1.091345
0.121015
0.939168
0.237179
-0.044420
0.402641
0.557296
0.349675
-0.197837
-0.059780
0.124816

201.1029
0.980031
0.006432
0.047064
16.08425
1.397856
0.322890
0.431010
0.409745
0.070147
0.346144
0.673655
0.630975
0.539026
0.514883
0.623926
0.794856
0.511446
0.349186

1.218597
-5.586475
5.826863
1.194437
-1.015293
0.907957
0.598195
3.529808
2.663476
1.725173
2.713232
0.352077
-0.070399
0.746979
1.082375
0.560444
-0.248897
-0.116885
0.357448

0.2238
0.0000
0.0000
0.2331
0.3107
0.3645
0.5501
0.0005
0.0081
0.0854
0.0070
0.7250
0.9439
0.4556
0.2798
0.5755
0.8036
0.9070
0.7210

R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

0.344829
0.311230
2.642264
2450.526
-874.7600
10.26322
0.000000

Mean dependent var
S.D. dependentvar
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion
Hannan-Quinn criter.
Durbin-Watson stat

2.458676
3.183751
4.831135
5.032099
4.910959
0.678850

ource: own author calculations

S

In terms of genre, comedy, action, adventure, horror and sci-fi movies had a
statistically significant positive effect on rate of return, though there are many possible
explanations for this due to different reasons. Considering their reliance on action and
visuals, as opposed to dialogue, to progress the film, action adventure, sciji and horror
movies are generally thought to be the most relatable across cultures. Because of this,. it
makes sense that these films would perform well when equating global box office return.
On the contrary, comedy is often considered to be the genre least destined for success in
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the international box office. Due to its emphasis on dialogue, as well as the vast
discrepancies between the humors of different cultures, these films generally do not relate
well over seas. However, because the appeal of a comedy is mostly through dialogue as
opposed to visual effect, they have the potential to be quite cheap to produce, granting
them significant rates of return.
This study focused on three variables that reflected the general public's opinion of
a film: Cinemascore, critical review and film nominations. As expected, ex post
regression 1 shows all three factors to be statistically significant. However, it is
interesting to note the degree to which each affect the dependent variable. Critical review
had a coefficient of 0.013, meaning that a ten percent increase in a film's Rotten
Tomatoes score should correlate with an increase in rate of return of 0.13 percentage
points. Along with this, an increase of 10 points in a film's Cinemascore should dictate a
3 percentage point gain, and for each additional film nomination, rate of return is
expected to increase 0.27 percentage points.
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Figure 4.2
Ex Post Regression 1
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

C
LOGBUDGET
RATE
LOGORIGGROSS
LOGINCOME
TICKET
PREVAUD
SUMMER
THANKSXMAS
STARPWR2
ACTADV
ANIM
COMDRA
COMEDY
HORROR
SCIFI
G
PG
PG13
CINEMASCORE
TOTFILMNOM

198.3969
-4.483397
0.013007
0.039429
-13.36857
0.974813
0.074534
1.176009
0.510825
0.206384
1.065402
0.718994
-0.312216
0.906707
1.347119
1.472813
-0.270370
-0.411431
-0.061773
0.303944
0.276366

174.8105
0.767637
0.005554
0.039460
14.02768
1.211321
0.247681
0.385470
0.300845
0.061644
0.299397
0.600160
0.529526
0.459034
0.475480
0.640863
0.757407
0.489194
0.334300
0.069028
0.071068

1.134926
-5.840515
2.341919
0.999212
-0.953014
0.804752
0.300930
3.050846
1.697966
3.347965
3.558491
1.198004
-0.589614
1.975250
2.833177
2.298170
-0.356968
-0.841040
-0.184784
4.403191
3.888735

0.2572
0.0000
0.0198
0.3184
0.3413
0.4215
0.7637
0.0025
0.0904
0.0009
0.0004
0.2318
0.5558
0.0491
0.0049
0.0222
0.7213
0.4009
0.8535
0.0000
0.0001

R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

0.385510
0.348933
2.263645
1721.694
-787.4001
10.53973
0.000000

Mean dependent var
S.D.dependentvar
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion
Hannan-Quinn criter.
Durbin-Watson stat

2.269440
2.805404
4.528852
4.756954
4.619578
0.697024

Source: own author calculations

As expected, the season of release was quite significant in relation to a films rate
of return. Both the summer and Thanksgiving/Xmas variables showed high t-statistics in
the regressions. It is notable that while both were significant, summer showed a much
larger effect than the holiday season. Considering previous studies have shown this same
relation when measuring box office gross as the dependent variable, it can be inferred
that this greater rate of re~urn ofthe summer season can be attributed to its film's
potential for higher yields, as opposed to lower budgets.
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The results of the second ex ante regression show May to be the sole statistically
significant month of release; in fact, ex ante regression 2 shows that releasing a film in
May should boost its rate ofretum by 1.74 percentage points. This significance is likely
due to the effect on foreign box office of domestically releasing a film in May.
Considering films are generally released to foreign markets six months after their
domestic release, a May domestic release allows for a foreign release just in time for the
Christmas season, thus enabling the studio to capitalize on both prime release periods.
Though by the same logic, films released domestically during the months of November
and December should have this same boost, as their foreign release would coincide with
the summer season, the thematic nature of these films often times hinders this. While a
summer blockbuster, such as Air Force One, has great potential for generating revenue
during the holiday season, a Christmas smash, such as The Santa Claus, seems much less
appealing during the summer months.
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Figure 4.3
Ex Ante Regression 2
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

C
LOG BUDGET
RATE
LOGORIGGROSS
LOGINCOME
TICKET
PREVAUD
JAN
FEB
MAR
APR
MAY
JUN
JUL
AUG
SEP
NOV
DEC
STARPWR2
ACTADV
ANIM
COMDRA
COMEDY
HORROR
SCIFI
G
PG
PG13

243.9535
-5.456484
0.037580
0.049857
-16.23510
1.264604
0.231603
0.312862
-0.578686
-0.327429
-0.329654
1.747878
0.981573
1.298779
0.029799
-0.603350
0.870918
0.827060
0.122487
0.962070
0.322274
0.001384
0.468211
0.495237
0.358522
-0.219086
-0.109554
0.057811

203.5565
1.025149
0.006582
0.047341
16.25088
1.426479
0.323436
1.136550
0.717542
0.745502
0.725810
0.806461
0.782553
0.820547
0.748232
0.857604
0.865240
0.721177
0.071119
0.357807
0.659831
0.625141
0.550542
0.550787
0.621726
0.784117
0.530256
0.364888

1.198456
-5.322628
5.709287
1.053147
-0.999028
0.886522
0.716070
0.275273
-0.806484
-0.439206
-0.454188
2.167344
1.254322
1.582820
0.039826
-0.703530
1.006562
1.146819
1.722285
2.688800
0.488419
0.002214
0.850456
0.899143
0.576657
-0.279405
-0.206605
0.158434

0.2316
0.0000
0.0000
0.2930
0.3185
0.3760
0.4744
0.7833
0.4205
0.6608
0.6500
0.0309
0.2106
0.1144
0.9683
0.4822
0.3149
0.2523
0.0859
0.0075
0.6256
0.9982
0.3957
0.3692
0.5646
0.7801
0.8364
0.8742

R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

0.350700
0.299440
2.664784
2428.567
-873.0947
6.841524
0.000000

Mean dependent var
S.D.dependentvar
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion
Hannan-Quinn criter.
Durbin-Watson stat

2.458676
3.183751
4.870782
5.166939
4.988418
0.686166

Source: own author calculations

As expected, the number of screens on which a film is shown proved statistically
significant in this study. This result seems quite sensible, as it serves as a fairly strong
representation of the demand for a film. Films with a higher demand will be greeted by
the cinemas with a higher supply, thus allowing for higher revenue. Along with this, the
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cost of having a film shown on a large number of screens is relatively small; however, the
more widely available a film is to the general public, the greater the revenue potential,
thus enabling for a greater rate of return. Because of this, the results of this statistic are
quite reasonable.
Table 4.4
Ex Post Regression 2
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

C
SCREENS
RATE
LOGORIGGROSS
LOGINCOME
TICKET
PREVAUD
SUMMER
THANKSXMAS
STARPWR2
ACTADV
ANIM
COMDRA
COMEDY
HORROR
SCIFI
G
PG
PG13
TOTFILMNOM
CINEMASCORE

139.4376
0.000884
0.014459
0.017740
-11.38218
0.629230
-0.095059
0.190853
-0.039673
-0.043331
0.051429
0.698363
0.769958
1.665702
1.415710
0.676306
-1.035033
-1.611501
-0.692119
0.284508
0.264821

177.2920
0.000433
0.005689
0.040003
14.22270
1.238227
0.243876
0.336481
0.334474
0.069200
0.318096
0.593910
0.569448
0.451872
' 0.547751
0.529097
0.816302
0.535061
0.377249
0.090664
0.069512

0.786485
2.040454
2.541348
0.443478
-0.800283
0.508170
-0.389784
0.567203
-0.118614
-0.626169
0.161678
1.175873
1.352113
3.686225
2.584586
1.278226
-1.267954
-3.011811
-1.834647
3.138046
3.809720

0.4321
0.0421
0.0115
0.6577
0.4241
0.6117
0.6969
0.5709
0.9057
0.5316
0.8717
0.2405
0.1772
0.0003
0.0102
0.2020
0.2057
0.0028
0.0674
0.0018
0.0002

R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

0.263799
0.220872
2.462596
2080.082
-833.7212
6.145269
0.000000

Mean dependent var
S.D.dependentvar
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion
Hannan-Quinn criter.
Durbin-Watson stat

2.249973
2.789900
4.696270
4.921106
4.785632
0.509421

Source: own author calculations

The result for the statistic of original gross was quite unexpected. Though it
showed small but positive correlations with rate of return, it was statistically
insignificant. A possible explanation for this is the nature of sequels discussed earlier in
this study. Though sequels are usually a profitable venture, they generally earn less than
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their predecessors. However, due to the higher leverage earned by the cast and crew for
their prior success, they are generally more expensive to make. Though this concept can
still allow for significant profits, it can often times cause a diminished rate of return.
The results for previous audience showed an insignificant yet positive relation to rate of
return.
Results for the star power statistic were inconclusive. While regression ex post 1
found the role of movie stars to be a statistically significant factor of a film's rate of
return, all three other regressions found it to be insignificant. This reflects the high level
of discrepancy found in previous studies on this issue.
The MP AA rating of a film also generated mixed results. While regression ex post 2
showed PG and PG 13 films to have a statistically negative effect on a films rate of
return, all others regressions showed this statistic to be insignificant.
The statistics for ticket price, as well as consumer income showed mixed, yet
insignificant results.

Chapter 5
Conclusion
The purpose of this thesis was to diagnose the determinants of prosperity
within Hollywood films by using a more accurate definition for success: rate of
return within the global box office. A regression analysis using this measurement
for success concluded that an increase in budget has an adverse effect on a film's
rate of return, implying that Hollywood could do better by producing more lower
budget films. Along with this, films released in the month of May, and in the
genres action adventure, horror, scifi and comedy are most likely to generate
high rates of return. Word of mouth, film nominations and critical review are
significant determinants of rate of return, whereas star power seemingly has
little effect on a film's profitability. The average household income for the
month a film was released, as well as the CPI for the price of a ticket showed
little correlation with a film's rate of return.
The inspiration for this study comes from the compelling findings of BJK
and Deuchert, who respectively concluded that star power is relatively
unimportant in terms of a film's gross and that while Oscar nominations may be
fundamental in generating revenue, actual awards appear to be virtually
meaningless.
The findings of this study in many ways reflect the results of the two
aforementioned studies. As more and more assertations are published on these
critical factors of success within a film, Hollywood has seemed to be
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increasingly taking note. Current trends being undertaken by the movie industry
appear to reflect these findings. Studios have begun to realize the benefits of
minimizing budgets, and have strived to create lower budget movies with big
budget appeal. Legendary Pictures executive Thomas Tull, in an interview for
the November 2009 edition of Wired magazine, I largely attributed the success of
his company's blockbuster 300 to their ability to do just this. The film, which
brought in more than $450 million in global box office sales, featured the
visually stunning nature of a typical Hollywood blockbuster. However, due to
clever budgeting maneuvers, the film only cost $60 million to make, well below
the cost of the average action-packed Hollywood smash.
Perhaps the most significant reason Legendary was able to keep costs so
low was the absence of virtually any star power in this film. Considering A-list
action stars can typically cost at least $20 million per film, this decision to forgo
star power decreased the film's budget by an estimated 25%. It must be noted
that though the current A-list actor Gerard Butler did star in the film as King
Leonidas, at this point is his carreer he was by no means a top level celebrity.
However, the gigantic exposure he received from 300 helped catapault him to
the mega star he is today, and serves as a perfect paradigm to the notion that
movies create the stars, and not the other way around.
The upcoming film Avatar displays an interesting division between these
theories on budget and star power. The film seemingly showed no restraint in
terms of spending: due to it being James Cameron's first film since Titanic,
lWired(2009) "The Hit Man." Baker, Chris. November, 2009
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Avatar was able to procure the largest budget of any film ever made. However,
though the film is estimated to have cost $300 million, there is no A-list
celebrity cast in a leading role. This decision to forgo hiring top level talent in
order to minimize budget displays the significant effect that film economics has
on the movie industry.

Appendix A
Films Used in Study
10 Things I Hate About You
102 Dalmatians
15 Minutes
28 Days
8MM
A Beautiful Mind
A Bug's Life
A Knight's Tale
A.I. Artificial Intelligence
Absolute Power
Air Force One
Ali
Alien Resurrection
Almost Famous
Along Came a Spider
Amelie
America's Sweethearts
American Beauty
American Pie
American Pie 2
Amistad
Anaconda
Analyze This
Anastasia
Angel Eyes
Anna and the King
Antz
Any Given Sunday
Anywhere But Here
Arlington Road
Armageddon
As Good As it Gets
Atlantis: The Lost Empire
Austin Powers: International Man of
Austin Powers: The Spy Who Shag~
Autumn in New York
Babe: Pig in the City
Baby Boy
Baby Geniuses
Bandits
Batman & Robin
Battlefield Earth
Bean
Bedazzled
Behind Enemy Lines

Best in Show
Bicentennial Man
Big Daddy
Big Momma's House
Billy Elliot
Black Hawk Down
Black Knight
Blade
Blast from the Past
Bless the Child
Blow
Blue Streak
Blues Brothers 2000
Boogie Nights
Book of Shadows: Blair Witch 2
Bounce
Bowfinger
Boys and Girls
Bride of Chucky
Bridget Jones's Diary
Bring It On
Bulworth
Captain Corelli's Mandolin
Cast Away
Cats & Dogs
Charlie's Angels
Chicken Run
Chocolat
City of Angels
conAir
Conspiracy Theory
Contact
Cop Land
Corky Romano
Coyote Ugly
Crocodile Dundee in Los Angeles
Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon
Cruel Intentions
cultural discrepancies alter foreign b
Dante's Peak
Dark City
Deep Blue Sea
Deep Impact
Deuce Bigalow: Male Gigolo
Dinosaur

Disney's The Kid
Hannibal
Donl Say a Word
Hardball
Donnie Brasco
Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Ston
Double Jeopardy
Heartbreakers
Double Take
Hearts in Atlantis
Down to Earth
Heist
Down to You
Hercules
Dr. Dolittle
High Fidelity
Dr. Dolittle 2
Hollow Man
Dr. Seuss' How the Grinch Stole Chi Home Alone 3
Drive Me Crazy
Hope Floats
Driven
How High
Dude, Where's My Car?
How Stella Got Her Groove Back
EDtv
I Am Sam
End Of Days
I Know What you Did Last Summer
Enemy at the Gates
I Still Know What You Did Last Sum
Enemy Of the State
In & Out
Entrapment
In the Bedroom
Erin Brockovich
Inspector Gadget
Event Horizon
Jackie Brown
Ever After
Jay and Silent Bob Strike Back
Evolution
Jeepers Creepers
Eyes Wide Shut
Jimmy Neutron: Boy Genius
Face/Off
Joe Dirt
Fight Club
Joe Somebody
Final Destination
Joy Ride
Finding Forrester
Jurassic Park III
Flubber
K-PAX
For Love of the Game
Kate & Leopold
For Richer or Poorer
Keeping the Faith
Forces of Nature
Kingdom Come
Frequency'
Kiss of the Dragon
From Hell
Kiss The Girls
LA Confidential
G.I Jane
Lake Placid
Galaxy Quest
Lara Croft: Tomb Raider
George of the Jungle
Girl, Interrupted
Legally Blonde
Lethal Weapon 4
Gladiator
Liar, Liar
Go
Life
Godzilla
Little Nicky
Gone in Sixty Seconds
Lost In Space
Good Will Hunting
Love and Basketball
Gosford Park
Magnolia
Halloween: H20
Man on the Moon
Hanging Up

Me, Myself & Irene
median
Meet Joe Black
Meet the Parents
Memento
Men in Black
Men of Honor
Mercury Rising
Message in a Bottle
Metro
Mickey Blue Eyes
Mimic
Miss Congeniality
Mission to Mars
Mission: Impossible 2
Money Talks
Monster's Ball
Monsters, Inc.
Mortal Kombat:Annihilation
Moulin Rouge
Mouse Hunt
Mulan
Muppets From Space
My Best Friend's Wedding
My Dog Skip
Mystery Men
Never Been Kissed
Next Friday
Not Another Teen Movie
Notting Hill
Nurse Betty
Nutty Professor II: The Klumps
o Brother, Where Art Thou?
Ocean's Eleven
October Sky
One True Thing
Out Of Sight
Patch Adams
Pay It Forward
Payback
Pearl Harbor
Picture Perfect
Pitch Black
Planet of the Apes
Pleasantville

Pokemon: The First Movie
Pokemon: The Movie 2000
Practical Magic
Primary Colors
Proof of Life
Random Hearts
Rat Race
Reindeer Games
Remember the Titans
Return to Me
Riding in Cars With Boys
Road Trip
Romeo Must Die
Ronin
Rules of Engagement
Runaway Bride
Rush Hour
Rush Hour 2
Save the Last Dance
Saving Private Ryan
Scary Movie
Scary Movie 2
Scream 2
Scream 3
See Spot Run
Serendipity
Seven Years in Tibet
Shaft
Shakespeare in Love
Shallow Hal
Shanghai Noon
She's All That
Shrek
Simon Birch
Six Days, Seven Nights
Sleepy Hollow
Small Soldiers
Snake Eyes
Snatch
Snow Day
Snow Falling on Cedars
Someone Like You
South Park: Bigger, Longer & Uncut
Space Cowboys
Spawn

Speed 2: Cruise Control
Sphere
Spy Game
Spy Kids
Star Trek: Insurrection
Star Wars: The Phantom Menace
Stars hip Troopers
Stepmom
Stigmata
Stuart Little
Sweet November
Swordfish
Tarzan
The 13th Warrior
The 6th Day
The Adventures of Rocky & Bullwink
The Animal
The Art of War
The Bachelor
The Beach
The Best Man
The Bone Collector
The Cell
The Cider House Rules
The Corruptor
The Devil's Advocate
The Devil's Own
The Emperor's New Groove
The Family Man
The Fast and the Furious
The Fifth Element
The Flintstones in Viva Rock Vegas
The Game
The General's Daughter
The Green Mile
The Haunting
The Horse Whisperer
The Hurricane
The Insider
The Jackal
The Legend of Bagger Vance
The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowshi
The Lost World
The Majestic
The Man In The Iron Mask

The Mask of Zorro
The Matrix
The Mexican
The Mummy
The Mummy Returns
The Musketeer
The Ninth Gate
The Object of My Affection
The One
The Others
The Patriot
The Peacemaker
The Perfect Storm
The Postman
The Prince of Egypt
The Princess Diaries
The Replacements
The Road to EI Dorado
The Royal Tenenbaums
The Rugrats Movie
The Saint
The Score
The Siege
The Skulls
The Story of Us
The Talented Mr. Ripley
The Thin Red Line
The Thomas Crown Affair
The Tigger Movie
The Truman Show
The Watcher
The Waterboy
The Wedding Planner
The Whole Nine Yards
The World Is Not Enough
The X-Files
There's Something About Mary
Thirteen Days
Thirteen Ghosts
Three Kings
Titan A. E.
Tomorrow Never Dies
total
Toy Story 2

Traffic
Training Day
Two Can Play That Game
U-S71
U. S. Marshals
Unbreakable
Urban Legend
Urban Legends: Final Cut
Vanilla Sky
Varsity Blues
Vertical Limit
Volcano
Wag The Dog
Wes Craven Presents: Dracula 2000
What Lies Beneath
What Women Want
What's the Worst That Could Happe:
Where the Heart Is
Wild Wild West
Wonder Boys
X-Men
You've Got Mail
Zoolander
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